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After last week’s debacle, turning up with two left feet, I took the strategy of arriving with the 
correct footwear attached to my feet. 
 
This seems to have worked. I even had the correct shoes on the correct feet. Maybe I’m learning 
something. 
 
Trail starts from the main square in Cranborne, a well known mobile phone dead zone. Is this a 
problem, only if you want the fitbit app to record your track. It just doesn’t want to play. For you 
geeks out there “strava” and “motion-x” will play/start. 
 
In this day and age of social media trolling and fat shaming do we need Shitzou to come up to you 
and make comments on your running leggings. Here we are at peak bodily perfection and she’s 
making comments about she’s not going to sleep tonight because of what she’s seen today? I think 
she needs to drink more tea. J 
 
This is week two of non K9 runs, so who do we have but Monk, Lemon Tart and Wurzle in charge. 
The start is a bit shambolic, we know its not north as have already seen the bar, so we try south.  
 
Nope, its west into the Close. Get caught behind the mini before we can get into the open field. See 
Banger up the hill and follow. Then stop and talk to Ratty as not warmed up and can’t breathe. 
 
Out onto the road and go left on one of my many false trails. Only good thing about this is that later I 
don’t get caught on the first fishhook. Who got caught, well the likes of Chippendale, Banger, Lonely 
and TP that is. 
 
We run into woods, surely the trail isn’t just straight on, well two falsies and we learn it is. Luckily 
it’s a nice day as we again get caught wrong trying to avoid tarmac. 
 
Strangely is at home finding the damp dust in the fields. Shame I followed him to find the next 
fishhook. Wheeze plays the girlie card and pretends Lonely gets there before her, even though we all 
are pretty close together. 
 
Trails to the left down hill through fields have S, B and C out on a limb. Its again straight on, on the 
high ground to the Mini cut off. TTP and Death March take the easy way out whilst we keep going 
and find another falsie. 
 
The next bit proves easier with two-river crossings. Into cultivated turnip fields with Lonely to find 
Grocer has transported himself ahead of everyone??? Just HOW!!! 
 
Pass the Grocer into a farm with TP plus mysterious newbie in white. 
 
Jog around the farm, turn left and keep following the dust. No one is following us three? Find a 
strange marking on the track that looks like a fishhook and then we find the Mini cut off signs!!! 
Turn around and just keep jogging back to the farm. Arrows are found which we follow. No sign of 
anyone so the lone trio just keep jogging, jogging and more jogging until we find the Close and the 
car park. No sympathy from the hares, lose three runners and this was after losing Shitzous new care 
as well (he wandered off with TTP and DM). 
 



So dry day with sun, small children with everlasting lollypops, no phone signal, trolling, long trail 
and hares who are happy to lose aged and infirm runners (TP). 
 
So what did you think? 
 
On On 

 


